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No bits were destroyed in the making of this paper. This statement is a lie.
This paper explores the nature of information by bringing together two questions posed by Luciano
Floridi in his ‘Open problems’ paper [1].
Firstly:
P.4: DGP, the data-grounding problem: How can data acquire their meaning?
(and the later question Can PI [Philosophy of Information] explain how the mind conceptualises
reality?)
and
P.11: The MIB (mind-information-body) problem: Can an informational approach solve the mindbody problem?
In the first question, Floridi refers to work by Searle [2] and Mingers [3]. Interestingly, no reference
is made to either author for the second question, considering that both have made relevant and
interesting contributions to this question specifically.
For Searle, there is no more a mind-body problem than any other dualism we choose to create
semantically: it is a construct of concept, nothing more. For Mingers, a similar conclusion is reached
by applying a phenomenological approach to Artificial Intelligence: that a disembodied intelligence is
a contradiction. In both cases, the mind and body are one – it is not possible to escape acknowledging
that thoughts arise from a physical (cognitive) process.
This position has a resonance to Landauer’s [4] view of information as an ‘inevitably’ physical
entity; that at some point, all information is embodied. By this view, information remains a Shannonlike definition, a deterministic part of the embodied model where notions of semantic information are
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(almost) ignored. But simply because information is embodied, it does not follow that information is
an object in and of itself, only that what we define it to be such under the condition of its physical
embodiment. Once again, what might have been a simple theory is interrupted by semantic conception.
More recent developments in information theory have focused on semantic information and its
essentially human construction and use. The Difference that Makes a Difference conferences place this
as a specific focus in terms of information in human meaning and value. And this, too arises, form a
pragmatic tradition and approach: what is the point, utility, use, purpose of information and how might
such explorations help ‘define’ it?
So we have two views of information that both arise from a pragmatic starting point: the first
observes simply that information is physically embodied; the second that, at some point, information is
defined and construed by people (a necessary part of both the ontology and epistemology). But both
views also have another feature that will be used as the focus of this paper: they both make use of
embodiment in some way: embodying information or cognition in the physical world.
It is argued that embodiment of information and the embodied mind present a valuable ‘place’ to
explore the nature of information. In fact, an inversion to Floridi’s 11th problem is proposed : ‘can an
embodied mind shed light on P.1: What is information’?
The paper will present a series of examples of argument construction that use embodiment to
explore the nature of information, considering: embodiment itself, embodied cognition and embodied
information. Examples of possible approaches are now given for each.
General embodiment
General embodiment can allow more nuanced views and approaches in constructing arguments and
ideas. For example, if we begin with Merleau-Ponty’s embodiment in phenomenology [5], we must
then accept that the simple model of ‘one thing leading to another’ (as defined semantically and at a
certain scale) cannot be used in construction of arguments: embodiment supposes that dualities such as
perception and thought are embodied and happen ‘together’ (not necessarily synchronously). This
removal of duality has an immediate consequence for the epistemology of semantic information theory
but it also offers an interesting speculation environment within which we might pose further questions.
To apply this, the ‘semantic scale’ referred to becomes an essential condition under which definitions
of both the ontology and epistemology of information are constructed (one recognized by Bell [6] at
the quantum scale, for example). But it is the boundary of these scales that hopefully will prove useful
in providing a space within which we might explore semantic and deterministic views of information
outlined previously (or set limits on what we might know about such reconciliations).
Embodied cognition
Starting with an acceptance of embodied cognition, we have an immediate series of directions to
turn in exploring information (see Wilson’s summary presenting six views [7]). For example,
considering Lakoff and Johnson’s conceptual metaphors [8,9,10] (cognitive constructs that arise from
our embodied understandings of the world around us) provides a starting point and conditions under
which we might consider the nature of semantic information. This might be achieved simply (by
defining semantic information in terms of embodied cognition) or it may be achieved by considering
the processing that takes place in order to transfer, translate or re-apply such metaphors. That is, we are
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now interested in the transmission of conceptual metaphors as an expression of information. As with
general embodiment, this represents a boundary space between the physical process of cognition (an
embodied, physical act) and the conceptual process (the use of embodied metaphor as meaningful
communication or transmission of information).
Embodied information
Another approach is to approach information as embodied in itself, accept Landauer’s thesis [4],
and follow the consequences of this to explore information as embodied in cognition. The interesting
question that arises is at what point cognition becomes embodied information. For example, recent
research in cognitive neuroscience shows that Broca’s area (the part of the brain generally considered
to be a main processing centre for speech) is actually less active whilst we speak [11], suggesting a
necessary limit semantically – the translation of our ideas and conceptions to language results in
change to those very ideas, as a result of the emergent nature of cognitive processes (for other
examples see [12,13,14]). By this argument we have another embodiment of physical information and
semantic information but this time in the same series of cognitive processes – both with very different
approaches and understandings of information. Once again, it is the ‘in-between’ of these arguments
that may provide an interesting space for speculation.
These outlines are given as examples only. The material point here is the construction of conceptual
spaces within which further observation or understandings might be made – these are in some way a
response to Floridi’s P.16 sub-question, that information is neither here nor there but embodied
between here and there. Any or all of these approaches may end in trivial or complex failure. In
support of this, Floridi’s points (after Hilbert) about the rigour of method(s) and the value of failure
will be adopted.
Above all, this paper will be presented in the spirit of the Difference that makes a Difference – a
conversational, collegiate discussion that seeks alternative views that hopefully allow new thoughts on
information and its value to emerge.
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